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An innovative management degree
As environmental, social, and ethical issues have 
moved up the public agenda globally, the question 
of ‘responsibility’ in the context of business practice 
is now a major topic for debate. For example climate 
change, world poverty and energy futures are now 
identifi ed as signifi cant concerns and challenges, their 
causes and possible solutions are much discussed and 
contested. What roles might business corporations, 
non-governmental organizations, governments and 
citizens be expected to play, locally and internationally, 
in this complex context?  

The launch of the MSc in Responsibility & Business 
Practice in 1997 signifi ed one of the fi rst attempts 
in management education to address corporate 
responsibility issues directly. 

In order to do this robustly, the course is innovative 
in educational approach. It uses the principles and 
practices of action research to enable participants to 
engage, intellectually and experientially, with challenging 
and contentious issues. It encourages question-posing, 
inquiry, experiential learning and self-refl ection in order 
to develop participants as change agents and provide 
a forum for them to become explorers and pioneers in 
responsibility and business practice. The programme is 
unique in using an educational model that mirrors its 
content, especially offering forms of inquiry that can be 
adopted in order for these issues to be explored.

Aims
The programme reviews a wide range of alternative 
perspectives on business, all of which challenge ideas 
about where ‘responsibility’ begins and ends. You will 
learn about management techniques and approaches 
being developed in leading-edge organizations to 
address corporate responsibility issues and will test 
the relevance of these ideas and practices in your own 
work and community environments.

Many management programmes still treat ‘management’ 
as if it were a value-free activity, unconnected to the social 
and environmental consequences of business, although 
there are now some welcome moves to address corporate 
responsibility. Many people are concerned about the 
impact business has on communities and environments, 
both local and global, but do not know how to bridge 
the gaps between their beliefs and hopes and the reality 
of their working lives. This course addresses these 
challenges. It aims to equip you with the skills, knowledge 
and awareness both to review your own practice and 
to play an active part in helping organizations and 
communities understand more about the issues and take 
practical steps to start addressing them.

Benefi ts
By studying the MSc in Responsibility & Business 
Practice you will: 

• gain knowledge of current thinking on corporate
 responsibility, globalization, ecology and
 sustainable business, new economic approaches,
 human needs in the workplace, diversity, and
 corporate citizenship; 

• hear from managers in leading-edge 
 organizations who are developing values-aware
 business practices;

• carry out action-experiments in your own 
 workplace or community, and develop skills 
 in disciplined action-research;

• develop your capacities as an informed 
 and self-aware individual and as a contributor 
 to organizational and social change;

• participate in the growing world-wide debate on
 the purposes and responsibilities of businesses;

• benefi t from strong peer support and mutual
 education.

What is Action Research?
Action research incorporates a rich array of ideas 
and approaches. The Centre for Action Research 
in Professional Practice (CARPP) - one of the core 
research centres within the University of Bath School 
of Management - has been a major institution
internationally for developing action research. 
As practised on the MSc, action research invites you to 
engage in a continuous process of learning, refl ection 
and disciplined inquiry into your perspectives and 
behaviour, and how these infl uence working life and 
other activities. Action research is often conducted 
in collaboration with others. This participative active 
learning style helps you engage refl ectively with 
challenging, controversial and potentially disturbing 
aspects of responsibility, business, and working life, 
enabling you to think and act in new ways. Action 
research has fundamentally infl uenced the MSc’s course 
design and learning processes.

There are a number of references available on the 
CARPP website: www.bath.ac.uk/carpp. We advise 
applicants to explore these if they are not familiar with 
action research, since it is such a core feature of the 
programme.

MSc in 
   Responsibility & Business Practice 
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Background
The MSc in Responsibility and Business Practice was 
developed in an educational partnership between 
the University of Bath School of Management and 
the New Academy of Business (established by Anita 
Roddick, Founder of The Body Shop International).
In 2005, the New Academy of Business was formally 
dissolved and re-organized as the Association of 
Sustainability Practitioners (ASP). Many members 
of the Association are graduates or current course 
participants of the MSc in Responsibility and Business 
Practice, and close links are maintained between the 
University of Bath School of Management and ASP. 
The MSc course is partly staffed by Visiting Teaching 
Fellows, some of whom are members of the Association.

The course is especially innovative in two ways: 

In its content: It is concerned with developing a new 
management philosophy where environmental, social 
and ethical criteria are central to business policy, 
alongside fi nancial performance. The programme 
is organized to develop your understanding of key 
aspects of values-aware management, enabling you 
to explore socially responsible business practices 
inside and outside the workplace. Workshops will 
feature presentations from, and debates with, 
leading international authorities, managers currently

working with innovative corporate practices, and 
non-governmental organization representatives. 
Course tutors will facilitate discussion, providing 
you with opportunities to explore the fundamental 
assumptions from which you view the world, and 
to test and evaluate emerging ideas and values for 
responsible business practice.

In its approach to learning: The course is designed 
as a process of disciplined inquiry, drawing on the 
expertise established by the Centre for Action Research 
in Professional Practice (CARPP). There is an emphasis 
throughout the programme on inquiry processes and 
skills, and on self-refl ective learning. As the course 
progresses, you are expected to refl ect on the material 
and issues covered in workshops and on your own 
personal and professional learning experiences, in an 
ongoing evaluation process. You will work in small 
learning groups during each workshop to explore the 
relevance of issues raised to your own working life. 
You will also take your learning into a series of practical 
investigations within your organization or community, 
engaging in cycles of action and refl ection, reporting 
your experiences back to programme staff and fellow 
participants, as part of a sequence of development. 
Course participants’ comments in this brochure show 
the importance of this dimension of the programme.
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I had read about, but not fully understood, the action research approach of the course; its richness and practical value 
has been a welcome surprise.  It is leading to a closer than expected integration of Bath learning with my work, and to 
greater personal effectiveness there, both for my personal agenda and for that of my company.

Charles Ainger, Business Development Director, Multi-national Engineering Company (MSc 3)



Why “responsibility”? 
Most corporate business practices in the western 
world have been built on the idea that business 
responsibility is directed towards shareholders, and 
more recently perhaps towards customers and staff. 
This course argues that business practice should also 
refl ect responsibility to other stakeholders - including 
communities and trading partners locally and across 
the world - and the biosphere. How might actions 
change if these fi gured seriously alongside the fi nancial 
“bottom line”? These questions need addressing at the 
levels of the individual, organization, local community, 
nation state and international community. The MSc in 
Responsibility and Business Practice is an exploration 
into what management means in this enlarged 
arena, and the strategies and practices that express 
it. This is an inspiring but challenging formulation 
of responsibility, and, if it is to be developed, those 
managing organizations will need to have the capacity 
to live and act with a new kind of integrity.

Who is the course for? 
This course is appropriate for a wide range of people, 
including managers, consultants and others in 
commercial, non-profi t, public and intergovernmental 
organizations who want to engage in the growing 
international debate about corporate responsibility and 
to develop their management practices to refl ect these 
concerns. It is especially suitable for people working in 
organizations already thinking about issues of corporate 
responsibility, those who are seeking to take the role 
of change agents in organizations or communities, or 
those who wish to undertake postgraduate education 
as a form of personal and professional development. 

For this postgraduate level course, you will need to 
have the work experience, commitment and ability 
to tackle a demanding programme whilst continuing 
with your working life. This course is not for recent 
graduates who have no work experience. Participants 
will normally hold a fi rst degree (not necessarily in a 
management discipline), or will meet the School of 
Management entry requirements by demonstrating 
appropriate intellectual and professional competence 
to undertake the programme. 

You will be expected to refl ect on and explore new forms of 
practice in your organizational, community or professional 
activities between workshops as part of the action inquiry 
approach. You will therefore need to demonstrate that 
you can provide an organizational or community setting 
in which such explorations can take place.

The course is international in scope, and is designed to be 
accessible to people living outside the United Kingdom. 
Recent participants have attended from Australia, 
Brazil, Canada, Denmark, France, Sweden, Hong Kong, 
New Zealand, the Philippines, Poland, South Africa, 
Sri Lanka, Nigeria, Netherlands, Switzerland, Vietnam 
and the USA. Please note, however, that attendance at 
workshops in the UK is a course requirement.

Course Structure
The course is studied part-time over two years and is 
based on a series of eight intensive residential workshops, 
each of fi ve days’ duration. Six workshops are based on 
the Bath campus; two are usually offsite - Workshop 
3 (currently at Schumacher College) and Workshop 8. 
Typically there are 24 students on the programme.

Each workshop involves focused presentations and 
informal discussions with leading international
authorities, practitioners in organizations currently 
developing innovative practices in relevant areas, 
non-governmental organization representatives, and
facilitated debate within the course community. 
The development of relevant action inquiry skills – to 
enable you to conduct action experiments in your own 
organization and other contexts – will be a core feature 
of the programme. 

The educational philosophy of the course respects 
the abilities of adult learners to focus their own 
study according to their interests and experiences. 
Within the course framework outlined, many aspects 
of the programme are open to negotiation between 
staff and participants, individually and collectively. 
Peer support and mutual education are important 
features of the design. In keeping with the inquiry 
base of the programme as a whole, each workshop 
will include a business meeting in which staff and 
participants work together to review and improve the 
programme in process.

Course Content
Each workshop takes a topic as its focus. Pages 4 and 
5 provide details.

In addition, the course will explore signifi cant 
cross-woven threads of learning including: inquiry 
practices, systemic thinking, power, gender, diversity, 
leadership, change, the processes of learning in a 
community of peers, and the skills of being a change 
agent. These provide a vital ‘toolkit’ for addressing the 
course issues, and contribute to the process orientation 
that is a core feature of the programme’s educational 
approach. It is important that applicants appreciate this 
aspect of the course, and its differences from traditional, 
more didactic, forms of management education.

Workshops
The course workshops are outlined on pages 4 and 5. 
Please note that modifi cations and developments will 
be made based on experience and changing available 
materials and speakers as this fi eld develops. For this 
reason, it may sometimes be necessary to alter the 
workshops or their sequence. 
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WORKSHOP 2
New Economics
This workshop will begin a scrutiny of the neo-liberal 
economic framework, which underlies business thinking 
and macro-economic policy, from a number of different 
perspectives. It will consider the impacts of our current 
system of economic valuing on human activities, both 
inside and outside business, and will look at alternatives 
which are emerging with the explicit intention of 
placing social justice, quality of life and environmental 
sustainability at the heart of economics. Attention will 
be paid to practical as well as theoretical developments, 
including at the macro level devising new economic 
indicators which incorporate activities and resources 
which are currently unaccounted for in economic terms, 
and at the micro level developing new measures of 
corporate accountability through an active process of 
social and ethical auditing. 

Sample reading: 
Ayres, R (1998) Turning Point (Earthscan); Daly, H E 
(1996) Beyond Growth: The Economics of Sustainable 
Development. (Beacon Press); Ekins, P & Max Neef, 
M (1992) Real Life Economics: Understanding Wealth 
Creation (Routledge); Henriques A & Richardson, J (Eds)
(2004) The Triple Bottom Line: Does it All Add Up? 
(Earthscan); Leggett, J (2005) Half Gone: Oil, Gas, Hot Air 
and the Global Energy Crisis (Portobello Books); Meyer, 
A (2000) Contraction & Convergence: Global Solutions to 
Climate Change (Green Books Ltd); Pettifor, A (2003) Real 
World Economic Outlook (Palgrave Macmillan); Robertson, 
J (1998) Transforming Economic Life (Schumacher Society);
Slesser, M & King, J (2002) Not by Money Alone: Economics 
as Nature Intended (Jon Carpenter Publishing); Waring, 
M (1988) Counting for Nothing (Bridget William Books).

WORKSHOP 1
Globalization & the new context of business 
This workshop will establish the purposes, culture 
and scope of the programme. Sessions will consider 
the changing context of international business, and 
“globalization” as viewed from different perspectives 
and paradigms. This will include exploring the role 
of international institutions such as the World Trade 
Organization, the International Monetary Fund and the 
World Bank. Issues of global social justice and the impacts 
of human activities on the environment, including 
climate change, will be explored. Challenges, issues 
and dilemmas concerning responsibility and business 
practice will be identifi ed for further exploration as the 
course progresses. Course members will be encouraged 
to start establishing a supportive and robust learning 
community. Participants will also be introduced to the 
principles and practices of inquiry and action research, 
and will begin to develop their own individual learning 
priorities for the programme.  

Sample reading: 
Brown, L R (2001) Eco-Economy (WW Norton & Co.); 
Brown, L R World Watch Institute Annual State of the 
World Report; Brown, L R (2006) Plan B 2.0: Rescuing 
a Planet under Stress and a Civilization in Trouble (Earth 
Policy Institute); Capra, F (1996) The Web of Life (Harper 
Collins); Diamond, J (2005) Collapse: How Societies 
Choose to Fail or Survive (Allen Lane); Korten, D C (1995) 
When Corporations Rule the World (Earthscan); Porrit,
J (2005) Capitalism as if the World Matters (Earthscan); 
Stiglitz, J E (2003) Globalization and Its Discontents 
(WW Norton & Co.). 
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WORKSHOP 5
Humanity & enterprise
This workshop will consider the relation of human 
experience and needs to work and enterprise. Individual, 
organizational, social and spiritual perspectives will be 
explored, offering an inquiry into the roles of work as 
part of life, as a provider of meaning, as aesthetic and 
creative activity, as well as being an economic activity.
The workshop will explore the emergence of new meanings 
of work, lifestyles, careers and enterprise which reach 
beyond the materialist assumptions of contemporary 
society. To complement their attention to managerial and 
organizational implications, participants will be invited 
to review the meanings of work in the context of their 
own lives. 

Sample reading: 
Fox M (1994) The Reinvention of Work: A New Vision of 
Livelihood for Our Time, (Harper); Law, A (1997) Open 
Minds (Orion); Lewin, R & Regine, B (1999) The Soul 
at Work (Orion); Senge, P, Jaworski, J, Sharmer, O & 
Flowers, B S (2004) Presence: Human Purpose and the 
Field of the Future (Society for Organizational Learning); 
Shaw, P (2002) Changing Conversations in Organisations 
(Routledge); Spretnak, C (1992) States of Grace: 
The Recovery of Meaning in the Postmodern Age (Harper); 
Wheatley, M (1992) Leadership and the New Science.

WORKSHOP 6
Corporate citizenship
This workshop will consider the arguments that the role of 
organizations in society is changing, from the perspective 
of contemporary developments in corporate practice 
and presentation. This will include reviewing historical 
shifts in the political and legal status of corporations, 
and issues of leadership, governance and accountability 
associated with the growing prominence of ideas such 
as “stakeholder capitalism”, “corporate citizenship” and 
“corporate social responsibility”. The ethical, social and 
wider global responsibilities of corporations, and of the 
managers who run them, will be explored.

Sample reading: 
Logan, D, Roy, D & Regelbrugge, L (1997) Global Corporate 
Citizenship (Hitachi Foundation); McIntosh, M, Leipziger, 
D, Jones, K & Coleman, G (1998) Corporate Citizenship 
(Financial Times/Pitman); McIntosh, M, Thomas, R, 
Leipziger, D & Coleman, G (2003) Living Corporate 
Citizenship (Financial Times/Prentice Hall); Nelson, 
J & Zadek, S (2000) Partnership Alchemy, (Copenhagen 
Centre); Regelbrugge, L (Ed) (1999) Promoting Corporate
Citizenship (Washington, DC: CIVICUS); Shah, R, Murphy
D & McIntosh, M (2003) Something to Believe In 
(Greenleaf); Wheeler, D & Sillanpää, M (1997) 
The Stakeholder Corporation (Pitman).



WORKSHOP 3
Ecology & Sustainable development
This workshop will explore ecological perspectives from 
several viewpoints, including: the Gaia hypothesis and 
natural ecology; systemic thinking; complexity theory; 
environmental management; and deep ecology. It is 
intended to provide an experience of nature as wilderness, 
and will be held in a residential setting with access to 
the natural environment. Participants will be introduced 
to ecological thinking through direct experience of local 
ecosystems, using a process of co-operative inquiry. 

Sample reading: 
Abram, D (1996) The Spell of the Sensuous (Vintage 
Books); Bateson, G (1972) Steps to an Ecology of 
Mind (Ballantine); Berry, T (1988) The Dream of the 
Earth (Sierra Club Books); Houghton, J (2004) Global 
Warming: The Complete Briefi ng, 3rd Edition (Cambridge 
University Press); Macy, J (1991) World as Lover, World 
as Self (Parallax Press); Mies, M & Shiva, V (1993) 
EcoFeminism (Zed Books); Meadows, D H, Randers, 
J and Meadows D L (2004) Limits to Growth: A 30 Year 
Update (Chelsea Green); Lovelock J E (1979) Gaia: A New 
Look at Life on Earth (Oxford University Press).

WORKSHOP 4
Sustainable corporate management
“If business is prepared to re-examine its underlying 
assumptions and listen... it will not only fulfi l its 
own agenda of contributing to society by providing 
products, jobs, and prosperity, but also initiate a new 
era of ecological commerce” (Hawken, 1993, p 10). 
This module examines concepts of “sustainable business”, 
and considers whether practices such as those being 
developed in environmental and wider sustainability 
auditing, reporting and management systems, and 
through approaches such as product stewardship and 
The Natural Step, may suggest moves in this direction. 
Managers involved in organizations noted for their good 
practice in this fi eld will be invited to talk about their 
strategies and experiences. 

Sample reading: 
Begg, C & Hart, S L (2005) Capitalism at the Crossroads: 
The Unlimited Business Opportunities in Solving the 
World’s Most Diffi cult Problems (Wharton School 
Publishing); Bendell, J (Ed) (2000) Terms of Endearment 
(Greenleaf ); Dunphy, D, Griffi ths, A & Benn, S (2003) 
Organizational Change for Corporate Sustainability 
(Routledge); Elkington, J (1998) Cannibals with Forks: 
The Triple Bottom Line in the 21st Century, (Capstone); 
Hawken, P (1993) The Ecology of Commerce, (Weidenfi eld 
and Nicholson); Hawken, P, Lovins, A B & Lovins H J 
(1999) Natural Capitalism (Earthscan); McDonough, 
W & Braungart, M (2002) Cradle to Cradle (Rodale Books); 
Rowell, A (1996) Green Backlash (Routledge); Scott, W & 
Gough, S (2004) Key Issues in Sustainable Development 
and Learning: A Critical Review (Routledge Farmer); 
Starkey, R & Welford, R (Eds) (2001) The Earthscan Reader 
in Business and Sustainable Development (Earthscan); 
Waage, S (2003) Ants, Galileo & Gandhi (Greenleaf );
Welford, R (1997) Hijacking Environmentalism, (Earthscan). 
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WORKSHOP 7
Diversity & difference: globalization revisited
This workshop will look again at issues of globalization, 
highlighting the viewpoints of the less privileged 
inhabitants of the planet. It will consider business from 
the perspective of social justice, raising questions of race 
and ethnicity, the place of women in world economics, 
international trade and human rights, and the relationship 
between countries of the South and North. It will refl ect 
on the business world as a potentially neo-colonizing 
force, and will explore the ethical dilemmas that arise 
when diversity is acknowledged and respected. 

Sample reading: 
Chambers, R (1997) Whose Reality Counts? Putting 
the First Last. (Intermediate Technology Publications); 
Freire, P (1970) Pedagogy of the Oppressed. (Herder & 
Herder); Hines, C (2000) Localization: A Global Manifesto 
(Earthscan); hooks, b. (1990) Yearning: Race, Gender and 
Cultural Politics (Turnaround Books); Nicholls, A & Opal, 
C (2005) Fair Trade: Market-Driven Ethical Consumption 
(Sage Publications); Prasad, A (2003) Postcolonial Theory 
and Organizational Analysis (Palgrave Macmillan).

WORKSHOP 8
Self & world futures
As well as closing the programme and reviewing 
learning, this workshop will focus on the diverse images 
of business and world futures generated so far on the 
course. It is an opportunity to review these alongside 
the personal futures of course participants. Much of the 
content of this fi nal workshop is agreed in collaboration 
with course participants.  However, the notion of the 
interconnections between global, economic and social 
agendas and the local, community and individual 
actions of people - a recurrent theme of the programme 
- will be revisited.

Sample reading: 
Eisler, R (2002) The Power of Partnership (New World 
Library); Fisher, W F & Ponniah, T (2003) Another 
World is Possible (Zed Books); Korten, D (1999) 
The Post-Corporate World (Earthscan); Schwartz, 
P. (1991) The Art of the Long View. (Currency and 
Doubleday); Watts, D J (1999) Small Worlds (Princeton 
University Press).



The Centre for Action Research in 
Professional Practice (CARPP)
Formed in 1993 to develop the theory and practice of 
action research, CARPP is a core research centre within 
the University of Bath School of Management. It is 
recognised internationally for its contributions to the 
development of self-refl ective and collaborative forms 
of action research and has links with other universities 
and management education establishments around 
the globe.  

Alongside the MSc, CARPP offers the Postgraduate 
Programme in Action Research which leads to 
Diploma, Masters and PhD degrees. Through this, 
professionals use action research to address 
questions for the improvement of their practice, and 
develop theories grounded in these investigations. 
Please see the CARPP website for further information: 
www.bath.ac.uk/carpp. MSc students are able to 
attend CARPP action research workshops and join in 
this wider community.

The University of Bath 
School of Management: 
One of the top UK Business Schools
One of the oldest established business schools in 
Britain, the University of Bath School of Management 
has a track record of excellence in teaching and 
research as well as an international reputation for the 
quality of its programmes. The School is rated 5A by 
the Higher Education Funding Council for England and 
is ranked in the top 5 UK Business Schools (The Times 
Good University Guide 2006).

The University of Bath
The University of Bath is one of the UK’s leading 
universities. It has a distinctive approach that emphasises 
the education of professional practitioners, fosters 
high achievement, and promotes original inquiry and 
innovation in partnership with business, the professions, 
public services, and the voluntary sector.

Situated on a greenfi eld site but only a mile from the 
city centre, the University’s compact, purpose-built
facilities have benefi ted from substantial capital 
investment in recent years. They include a modern 
Library and Learning Centre (one of the fi rst in the UK 
to offer 24-hour opening during term-time), a Sports 
Training Village offering state of the art sporting 
facilities including an Olympic standard swimming pool, 
and new accommodation and restaurant facilities. 
The trees and open landscaping of the campus provide 
an especially pleasant setting for those attending 
residential programmes. The beautiful city of Bath (just 
over one hour from London) is a major attraction for 
those seeking quality of life. It is the only city in Britain 
designated by UNESCO as a World Heritage City. It is 
unique in its combination of architectural, historic, 
cultural and social attractions and facilities.

“I would strongly recommend this innovative course to other corporate responsibility practitioners. The course offers 
a unique framework for personal and professional development. It is based on a premise that corporate responsibility 
practitioners often fail to recognise: that effective change starts with oneself.”

Michael Hougård Pedersen, Sustainability Adviser, Novozymes (MSc 7)

“The course challenged our view of business and its 
place in society, opened our eyes to new understandings 
of the world, and gave us the opportunity to work 
together in new and exciting ways. A richly rewarding 
experience with long-lasting, positive effects.”

Simon Cooper, CSR Consultancy (MSc 7)
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How is the course assessed? 
In Year 1 you will complete a short written assignment 
as part of each cycle of learning (i.e. the time between 
any two workshops). In each cycle you will develop 
action research skills in your own work or environment, 
and explore issues and ideas relevant to your 
learning purposes.
 
The fi rst three of these assignments (2,500-3,000 words 
each) and a review of your learning on the programme 
to date (2,500-3,000 words) will be submitted at the 
end of the fi rst year for a formal interim assessment. 
You will be required to complete this assessment to an 
appropriate standard in order to proceed to Year 2 of 
the degree.

At the beginning of Year 2 you will negotiate a formal 
learning project which will involve both academic 
and action components. The fi nal course assessment 
will be based on your work as a whole, with a 
stronger weighting given to the written project report 
(15,000-20,000 words) and a fi nal review of your learning 
on the programme (2,500-3,000 words) submitted at the 
end of Year 2. 
 
Participants who succeed in the degree will be graded 
Pass or Distinction.
 
You will receive detailed guidance on assessment 
requirements, and have opportunities to discuss these, 
as the programme progresses.

Academic expertise
The programme is taught by world-class academics 
from CARPP and Visiting Teaching Fellows. Substantial 
contributions to the course content are made by 
leading international authorities, by managers from 
organizations who are working with innovative 
corporate practices, and by people offering alternative 
views on the purposes and practices of business.

Globally recognised academics within the School of 
Management include Judi Marshall, Director of Studies 
for the programme and Professor of Organizational 
Behaviour, and Peter Reason, Director of CARPP and 
Professor of Action Research. CARPP Visiting Fellows 
include: Dr Gill Coleman, Chris Seeley, David Ballard 
and Tim Malnick.

(see page 8 for detailed biographies).

“The rich diversity of this course in terms of content, learning styles, core staff, visiting 
speakers and participants has combined to make it a challenging and stimulating 
experience that has enriched me both professionally and personally. I would have 
no reservations in recommending this course to other NGO professionals who are 
interested in broadening their horizons and those of their organization.”

Simon Dowe, Assistant Director, Children on the Edge (MSc 8)

“This course offers the opportunity to develop those skills that are essential to every manager in 
an organization - the ability to understand different perspectives through dialogue on leading-edge 
philosophies and practices. With a unique blend of conceptual and action inquiry approach, it provides 
a challenging questioning of the role organizations play in the world today, and an insight into the 
social, environmental and ethical changes we need to make at both a personal and organizational level 
for our future well-being. Thought provoking, fascinating and personally challenging.”

Anne-Marie Harrison, Human Resources Manager, SmithKline Beecham Pharmaceuticals (MSc 2)
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“This course forms a totally different basis for learning 
and transforming, both at a personal and organizational 
level. It is an excellent platform for inquiring and 
developing an understanding of sustainable development 
and how it could be implemented in organizations.”

Lise Kingo, Director of Corporate Environmental Affairs, 
Novo Nordisk A/S, Denmark (MSc 2)

“The course is aptly-named: I have spent much time investigating, choosing and practising my 
responsibilities. But not just in my ‘business’ life; this course has helped me look at my relationships 
with the natural world, with my work, with the organizations within which I work, and with my family 
and friends.”

James Barlow, Member of Environmental Steering Group, PepsiCo UK and Ireland, 
and Member of Sustainable Wallingford (MSc 8)



Judi Marshall (Director of Studies)
Judi is a Professor of Organizational Behaviour. 
She has taught across the range of the School of 
Management’s courses, including the Bath MBA. 
A major focus of her work has been programmes 
for postgraduate students adopting self-refl ective 
forms of action research. This is a topic on which 
she publishes, for practitioners and academics. Judi’s 
other interests have included managerial job stress, 
organizational cultures, women in management, 
change, careers, developing forms of education for 
sustainability, and self-appointed change agents. 
Her publications include: Women Managers: Travellers 
in a Male World (1984) and Women Managers Moving 
On: Exploring Career and Life Choices (1995).  

Peter Reason
Peter is Professor of Action Research/Practice 
and Director of the Centre for Action Research in 
Professional Practice, which has pioneered graduate 
education based on collaborative, experiential and 
action oriented forms of inquiry. His major academic 
work has been to contribute to the development of 
a participatory worldview and associated approaches 
to inquiry. His major concern is with the devastating 
and unsustainable impact of human activities on the 
biosphere which, he believes, is grounded in our failure 
to recognize the participatory nature of our relationship 
with the planet and the cosmos. He is editor (with Hilary 
Bradbury) of the highly successful Handbook of Action 
Research: Participative Inquiry and Practice (Sage 2001; 
second edition in preparation) and founding co-editor 
of the journal Action Research.

Gill Coleman
Gill is a CARPP Visiting Fellow and, along with Judi 
and Peter, initiated the MSc course in 1996. She has 
been a tutor since then. She has worked in the area 
of business and social responsibility since the early 
1990s, with Bristol University, and then with the New 
Academy of Business from 1995, establishing its values-
led management education. She has particular interests 
in the role of action research in organizational change, 
and in gender and other forms of diversity. Gill has a 
PhD from CARPP, and is an affi liated faculty member 
of the Fielding Graduate University, California and the 
Center for Gender in Organizations, Boston, USA. She is 
co-author of Corporate Citizenship (FT/Pitman 1998) and 
Living Corporate Citizenship (FT/Prentice Hall 2003).

Chris Seeley
Chris has extensive experience working in business  
service development, public service leadership and with 
sustainability issues. In addition, Chris has worked in 
the micro and small enterprise development sector since 
1992 in the UK, US, Africa and Asia. Her clients include 
the International Labour Organization, the National Center 
for Manufacturing Sciences (USA), Business Links (UK), 
The Natural Step (UK), Schumacher College (UK) and 
GTZ (Germany). She co-founded a new technology-based 
business, working in restoration for the water industry. 
She completed the MSc in Responsibility and Business 
Practice in 2001, has a Masters in Marketing and is now 
a doctoral researcher on the CARPP programme. Chris is
an occasional storyteller and budding social clown.

David Ballard
Following an MBA at London Business School, David 
spent his early career in business with Esso Europe 
Inc and THORN EMI, coming to concentrate on 
organizational development and on environmental 
issues. He was a key part of THORN EMI’s prize-winning 
environmental programme in the early 1990s. He then 
became a Director of Bath Consultancy Group, a leading 
organization development consultancy, and also served 
as a Director of an NHS Trust hospital for four years. 
He now works as a consultant in the sustainability fi eld, 
with large corporate clients, with the public sector and 
more widely. He also designed and co-edited a major 
interactive climate change website at Oxford University. 
He is completing doctoral research into leadership for 
sustainable development in the CARPP programme.

Tim Malnick
Tim’s background is in organizational psychology where 
he worked on leadership and management development 
with clients including SONY, Tesco, and AXA. He completed 
the MSc in Responsibility and Business Practice in 2003 
and is an associate consultant with CARPP and a founder 
member of the Association of Sustainability Practitioners. 
Tim’s consulting work focuses on using action research 
approaches to enable individual, group and organizational 
change. He is particularly interested in the role of refl ective 
practice in bringing about the shifts in perspective needed 
to move towards more responsible and sustainable 
business practice and has recently founded ‘Meditation at 
Work’ www.meditation-at-work.org, an organization that 
aims to explore the benefi ts and effects of meditation 
practice and principles in the workplace.

Tutor profi les
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What people say about the programme. 

Comments from participants, below and throughout 
the brochure. (Job titles and affi liations as at time of 
offering comments.) 

“The diversity of content, teaching methodologies and participants made my experience on the MSc 
incredibly rich. CARPP provides an educational experience that pushes the boundaries of mainstream 
higher education with integrity and rigour. One of the greatest strengths I gained from the MSc was a 
(growing) ability to live with complexity, which has been invaluable in developing my professional 
practice as a lecturer working in a challenging and exciting fi eld. Although I’ve graduated, I feel I’m 
still engaging with the MSc and that it - through the action research methodology and through the 
strength of the CARPP community - is still informing, challenging and supporting me in my work.”

Toni Spencer, Programme Leader, BA Eco Design, Goldsmiths College, University of London (MSc 5)

Journal article exploring transformative leadership development

“Path-breaking programs.... can be found at a few universities and consultancies around 
the globe. Bath University in the UK, for instance, sponsors a two-year master’s degree in 
responsibility and business practice in which students work together during eight one-week
get-togethers. These programs involve small-learning teams, autobiographical writing, 
psychodrama, deep experiences in nature, and a year-long business project that involves 
action and refl ection. Interestingly, many people who attend these programs report that 
these experiences have had the transformative power of a life-altering event, such as a 
career or existential crisis or a new marriage”. 

Rooke, D & Torbet, W.L. ‘Seven Transformations of Leadership’ Harvard Business Review,
April 2005, pp 66-76

How do I apply?
You will be required to complete an application form and 
write an application statement making a case for your 
suitability for the programme (appending documents as 
evidence if appropriate). This case will include reviewing 
your intellectual and professional competence; your 
readiness to engage in the challenging educational inquiry 
on which the programme is based; and the opportunities 
your work, professional or community situation offer for 
engaging in relevant practical inquiry projects as part

of the programme. Where possible, applicants will be 
interviewed by programme staff.

Open Days 
These will be held regularly from October onwards 
each year, at which you can discuss the course, meet 
other applicants and be offered an individual interview. 
Please contact the Course Administrator for dates and to 
reserve a place. The course starts in March each year.

“I would recommend the course to anyone who 
needs a challenge to “think outside the box”, 
not only in business terms, but also in personal 
terms. It has added to the process of integration 
in my life. Coming from a marketing background, 
it has given me confi dence in the view that the 
philosophy that giving people what they want, 
need not be a cover for creating things that 
they don’t really need, rather a recognition that 
what they really want is a future for themselves 
and their loved ones. Business can and must 
recognise and meet these needs, for us all to 
have a chance to survive in the longer term. 
The MSc provides a lexicon for this essential 
paradigm shift.”

Paul Wielgus, Senior Manager, 
Allied Domecq (MSc 1)
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“I stumbled across this course at a moment in my life 
when I was hungry to understand why and how we’d 
collectively driven the world into a cul de sac, and if there 
was anything I could do through my work to be part of the 
solution, rather than collude with the problem. And the 
course met that need, in abundance, helping me to see for 
the fi rst time the clear connections between the economic, 
environmental, political, and social dilemmas of our 
generation. But the experience went much deeper. It taught 
me what real learning is and how to learn, by combining 
the world of ideas with the process of intentional action 
and refl ection.”

Paula Downey, Partner, Downey Youell Associates, 
Eire (MSc 5)



The MSc in Responsibility and Business Practice Course Administrator
 will be happy to provide more information and advice to help you decide 

whether to make a formal application. 

Please contact: 

Course Administrator (MSc in R&BP)
Centre for Action Research in Professional Practice (CARPP)

School of Management, University of Bath, Bath, BA2 7AY, UK

Tel: +44 1225 383861   Fax: +44 1225 386473
Email: mscrbp@management.bath.ac.uk   Website: www.bath.ac.uk/carpp/msc
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